
CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

Language plays an important role in human life. All nonnal human 

beings speak at least one language, and they often. use language to 

communicale and express their feelings, ideas, and thoughts lo others. 

Sometimes people also use language to establish and maintain social 

relationships. Therefore, in general, it can be said that language is used in 

many things - a system of communication, a medium for thought, a vehicle 

for literary expression,, a social institution,, a factor in national building, and 

many more. It is hard to imagine if there is a significant social or intellectual 

activity taking place in its absence. 

In the study of language, some of the most interesting questions arise 

in connection with the way language is 's,se&f, rather than what its 

components are. Consequenlly, how it is that language-users interpret what 

other language-users· intend lo convey is an interesting phenomenon t:o be 

investigated. To carry investigation of such phenomenon further and ask how 

it is that the language-users make sense of what they read in texts, understand 

what speakers mean despite what they say, 41\d recognize connected as 
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opposed to jumbled or incoherent discourse, we arrive lo what is known as 

discourse analysis ( Yule, 1985:104 ). 

Slubbs (1983) has stressed discourse analysis as a linguistic analysis 

which covers two forms, spoken and written. It is the linguistic analysis of 

naturally occurring connected spoken or written discourse. It attempts to 

study the organization of language above the sentence or above the clause 

and therefore to sludy larger linguistic units, such conversational exchanges 

or written texts ( Stubbs, 1983: 25 ). 

Concerning written texts (since the written language is the object 

of this shldy), we usually expect them to be coherent, meaningful 

communications in which l:h.e words or sentences are linked to one anol:h.er so 

that we can interpret the producer of tJ1e texts' intended message properly. 

And to arrive at an interpretation, we certainly rely on what we know about 

linguistic form and structure. But, as language-users, we have more 

knowledge than that We know, for example, that texts must have a· certain 

structure which depends on factors quite different from those required in the 

structure of a single sentence. Some of those factors are described in terms of 

coheslo11t or the ties and connections which exist within texts (Yule, 

1985:105). 

The major work on cohesion in English is by Halliday and Hasan 

(1976). They stated that cohesion is a necessary condition to create a text 
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'They have stressed that it ·is the presence .of the cohesive markers which 

constitutes 'tatness' ( Halliday and Hasan in Brown and Yule, 1983:i92 ). 

However, by itself, cohesion would not be sufficient to enable us .to 

make sense of what we read. It is quite ~sy to create a highly cohesive text 
I 

which has a lot of connections belween the sentences, but which remains 

difficult to be interpreted. Note that the following text has connections such 

as Lincoln - the car; red - tluit color; her - she; letters - a letter; and so on. 

My falher bought a Lincoln amverlible. The a,r driven by the police was red. 

That a,lor doesn't suit her. She amsists of three letters. Huweuer, a letter 

isn't as fast as a telephon6 aill. 

It becomes clear from an example like this that the 'connectedness' is not 

simply based on connections between the words. There must be other factor 

which leads us to distinguish connected texts which make sense from those 

which do not. This factor is usually described as coheren~ ( Yule-, 1985:106 ). 

So cohesion is only a guide to coherence, and coherence is something 

created by the reader in the act of reading the text. Coherence is· the feeling 

that a text hangs together, that it makes sense, and is not just a jumble of 
. . 

sentences. Therefore it can be said that in reading a text, in order to make it 

coherent, we have to interpret the cohesive ties and try to make sense of them. 

That is, we attempt to arrive at a reasonable interpretation of what the writer 

intended to convey. 

! 
~ 
l 
' I 
' ' 
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The central concern of this study will be to investigate how the 

cohesion works in written texts. And recipe texts are chc>sen to be analyzed in 

this study. As one type of information materials, the function of this kind of 

texts is to convey information of cooking something. And, moreover, as a 

kind of instructional materials, recipe texts would appear to be 

straightforward instructional texts designed to ensure that if a series of 

activities is carried out according to the prescriptions offered, a successful 

gastronomic outcome will be achieved. 

Therefore, it is important that the recipient of a recipe text gets the 

informative details correct. 'There will be unfortunate consequences if the 

message is not properly understood by the recipient. Hence, the language of 

recipe has its own linguistics features which make the reader easy to follow 

and understand the instructions. 

Since it is already said that in order to make a text'coherent we have to 

interpret the cohesive ties and try to make sense of them, this study attempts 

to describe such phenomena by analyzing some texts of recipe. What kinds of 

cohesive refa ~ons are applied in some texts of recipe and how these cohesive 

relations may lead to the interpretation of the texts in order to arrive at the. 

intended message of the texts writer are the phenomena that would be 

investigated and described in this study. 
0 
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1.2 Statement of the Problem 

In accordance with the phenomena desaibed in the background of the 

study, the problem lo be discussed in this study is formulated as follows : 

1. What kinds of cohesive relations are applied in some texts of recipe ? 

2. How do these cohesive relations lead lo the interpretation of the t-exts ? 

1.3 Objective of the Study 

The objective ~f this study is lo know the cohesive relations which are 

applied in some texts of recipe and lo describe how these cohesive relations 

may lead lo the interpretation of the texts in order lo arrive at the intended 

message of the texts writer. 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

Hopefully this study will broaden the knowledge of the readers about 

discourse analysis. It is also expected that this study will be an essential step 

to further research for the English Department students who wants to analyze 

the same subject matter. 
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I.5 Scope and Limitation 

The scope of this study is a study of cohesion ( grammatically and 

lexically), proposed by Halliday and Hasan, in some texts of recipe. 

Text is a communicative occurrence which meets seven standards t)t 

textuality, namely cohesion, cohere11ce, intentionality, acceptability, informativity, 

situationality, and interlextuality. In this study, however, the discussim, is 

limited only on cohesion and coherence since they are both text-a·1rtcrd. 

1.6 Theoretical Background 

COHESION 

The major work on cohesion in English is Halliday and Hasan {1976). 

They stated that cohesion is a necessary co11dil"ion to create a text. They have 

stressed that it is the presence of the cohesive markers which conslilut.es 

'termess' ( Halliday and Hasan in Brown and Yule, 1983:192 ). The 

organization of language in a text can be realized through cohesive markers. 

The existence of those markers makes the sentences in a text slick to each 

other. That kind of relationship of the sentences in a text is called col,esiveness. 

Cohesive relations are relations which function as a glue. They stick one 

sentence to another in a text These relations make the text easily understood. 

In English, cohesion is created in four ways ( Halliday, 1985, c11. 9 ) : 

by reference, ellipsis (including substitution), conjunctiun, and lexical 
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orgmizatiori ( as quoted from Malmkja?r, 1991 :463 ). In this study, lhe first 

three are discu!»sed under the ht,,1ding grammalfr:al coht.si'2n and tht~ last one is 

discussed under the heading lexical cohesion. 

Grammatical Cohesion'· 

Halliday and Hasan said lhat grammatical cohesion means lhat some 

forms are realized through the grammar. 111e grammatical cohQsion can be 

classified under three broad types : reference, ellipsis/substitution, arid 

conjunction ( McCarthy, 1991:35 ). 

1?.eference 

According to Halliday and Hasan, refenmce is a specific naturP ot the 

iruormal:ion lhat is signaled !or relrieval. In {he CJSl'? ol reforcncc, lhc 

information to be retrieved is the referential meaning, the identity of the 

particular things or class of things th.at is being referred to; and the cohesion 

lies in the continuity of reference (Halliday and Hasan, 1976:31). 

Reference may be o( two types ( Brown dnd Yule,1983:193): 

(1) exophoric, referring to an item in the world out of the text: 

\\II/ 

e.g. Look at that. ( that '"" ~ ) 

(2) endophoric, referring to textual items either by : 
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(i) anaphoric, backwar-d r~fE'rl::lnce - Looi,; at tiv.' <.;un. It'-. g,:,i111,. down 

quickly. ~ ft r~f~rs h-,ck: !n f/,1· :zm · 

(ii) ca{,1phoric, forward referencc> - H's gorng down quickly, Llw ~1111. 

( ll refers forw..uds lo !hf swi) 

Ellipsis/S11bstitutfon 

Ellipsis is tht:. omission of elemenls rt(.>rmallv rt·?4lllred b~, lhe grnmmM 

which the writer assumes arc 0hviou~ from lltE'. conlf•xt .m.:I .; !'·1-·:,•,1, r;(•',l 

nnl be raised. This Hi nol to say lhal every utternnct> which 1s Pol {ul!y t~.,Tiic11 

is elliptical; mosl messages rcqmn~ some rnpul from the ccmtf'xl tn ma!<.(' 

sense of them. Ellipsis is dislinguishe<l by !ht• structllrt' h,1vtng c;o111t~ '1111,;srng' 

element ( McCarthy, 1991:43 ). 

According to Halliday, ellipsis is sifTlply Yuhc;titutim, by ;,,~re· ·n,<.1 

stnrling point of the discussiCJtt of ellipsis can be Lhc.· f.11nili.1r 1:di(Hi th,!i :: 1~. 

'something left unsaid'. FurlhNmorc, according to Halliday ar1<1 Hns,rn, a 

reader who encounllirs ellipsis is forced ba<.:k iuto the lexl lo lnok for d 

previous expression to provide tfo., ~lliptical (•letnr~nt. i\n eiliplic.1i item i:-, ()!lP 

wh.ich leaves specific stntcluraJ slots lo be filled from elsew'hPrP. h1 P1lips1s, 

nothing is inserted into the slot ( l-lalhday and Has,111, 1976:10 ). 

( the verb is not re_pented bt1l the h"'O clauses are Jinked). 
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Basically, ellipsis and subslituticm are very simil,'H le, -iJach olhf'r . 

.'\ccording to I-fallicfay and Has.in, subsliluhon is .i relalrou hP.tw~·'f\ 

linguislk ilmns, suc:h as words or phrns.~.!i wilhin .~ k;,t. ln tern,:.. GI ii11g:.n;:;ti-.: 

system, substitution is a relation on the Ji?xicogramrnatical level, the level c,f 

grammar and vocabulary. It is used in place of repetition of a pt1rtkul.1r it.em. 

The substitute it<'m h,1s the same structur<1J function ,1s th<tt for which it 

suhslitul~s ( T·lalhd.-1y .md Hc1s,1n, '1976: .q8~89 ). 

Conjunct t'ott 

Conjunction is included in the discussion of grammatkal cClnlrtbutions 

lo textualily even though it is somewhat diffe?rent frorn r~fc>rence., Pllipsis ,met 

subsblulion. A conjunction does not s~l off a search bac:k,..,ard or fon"·,ud for 

its reforer1t, but it do(ls pr~suppm:e a textual st->qmmce, M·d sig-r,.; i,, d 

relationship between segments of th~ discourse. 

A familiar type of explicitly marked cohesive relationship in tP:xts is 

indicated by formal markers whid1 relate what is about to be sc11d to what h11s 

been said before - markers like and, but, so, and tlren. Halliday ;"Jnci i 1,,.:-;.rn 

(1976) outline a taxonomy of types of cohesive relatmnslnps ·w~rn:h can be 

formally established within a t{!Xt, providing cohesive 'ties' which bind a text 

together. The taxonomy of types of explicil markers of conjunctivC\ rPlations, 

as quoh~d from Brown and Yufo (1983), is l~X<~mplifiPcl ;i!,; follnws: 

a. additive : and, or, furthermore, similarly, rn .1rldi!-ion 
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b. ad versa Live : 

c. causal 

d. temporal 

but, however, cm lhe other hand, nevertheless 

so, consequently, for U1is reason, il foilows from lhis 

thett, after thal, an hour later, finally, at l.1~t 

However, i11 natural data, We:" can observe the wide use ot 'mui'. whc•rc 

Hl<' ft"ader can supply additive. ~dvPrsativ(:', rattsal, and h.>mpornJ rnf't1rmi1~:,. 

depending on contexlual infonnalion, as in the foIJowing PxampJe: 

• She's inlellig<ml. And she's very reliable. (additive) 

• I've lived ht?re lt?n yec1rs and I'vt? never heard of that pub. (a<lv<>r-iahvP) 

• He .fe11 in the rivc>r and caught a chill. (causal) 

• I got up and made my breakfast. (t(•mpor,,1 •;c•q,1enct\) 

Lexical Cohesion 

Related vocabulary items occur across clause and sentence bounda ri()s 

in written texts are a major charactedstic of cohenmt texts. ThP r€\laltm1s 

between vocabulary items in texls described by the 1-JaHidily - I las,111 model 

art' of two principal kinds: collocation and re·ite-rahon ( McCarthy, 'J 'N] :65 ). 

Collocation 

In lhis study, collocation is described through a chain of lexic,11 

collocation. Lexica.J coll<~calion chains refeT to general lexical cormectio11s 

created by a number of terms '\-\'hich share a common element of meaning. 

Some of lexical collocalion chdin~ cdn be identified in the ft:>Jlowing lext: 
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My father ona: bought a Li11co'1i convertible. 1-/e did it by saying every 1)cnny he 

could. Thal car would be worth a fortune nowadays. Howroerr ht sold it to 11,~!p 

pay for my CC'llege edur.ation, Sometimes I think rd rather have the co11tot>rtible. 

(Yule,1985:105) 

From the text we can observe ch,·dns of lexical collocation such as: 

• boug11t - scwz"ng - pemry - worth a fortune - sold - pay 

• mice - nowadays - sometimes 

Reiteration 

t 1 

Reiteration means either restating an item in a later part of the 

discourse by direct repetifion or ~lse reasserting its mPaning by exploiting 

lexical relations. 

Reiteration by direct rf'petition could be in two forms (Brown cind 

Yule, 1983:193): 

• Fully repeated form: The Prime Minister recordtd lier thanks to tlit· Forf.ign 

Secretary. Tlte Pr.i.!.nc lvb'nister_ was most eloq11en t. 

~ Partially repeated form : Dr. E. C. R._Ruve chaired the mr>eting. Dr. RN·ve 

invited Mr. Philips to report m1 tl,e state of tire gardet1s. 

Lexical relations are the stable semantic relationships that exist 

between words, such as synonymy and hyponymy. In the following two 

sentences, lexical cohesion (reiteration) by synonymy occurs: 

The meeting commenced at si,c thirty. But from the moment it bP~.-ln, it wc1s 

dear that all was not well. 
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Here, commence and begin co-refer to the same entity in the n~al world. 

Meanwhile, lexical cohesion by hyponymy occurs in the following text : 

There was a fine old rocking-chair that his father used to sit ir,, a desk where 

he wrote letters, a nest of smaJl tables and a dark, imposing boolrn~e. Now all 

this funiiture was to be sold, and with it his own past. 

Here, furniture is superordinate of some hyponyms: rocking-chair, desk, tabJes, 

and bookcase (McCarthy, 1991:65). 

1.7 Method of the Study 

The method used in this sh1ciy is qualilalivt~ descriptive mitilysis smce 

it describes ~oma taxts of recipe based on the lh(lory of cohE'sion apJ,liP.d in 

this study. 

1.7.1 Definition of Key Terms 

• Cohesion: the lies and connections which exist within a text. 

• Cohesive relations : the relations which link one s,\nlenc(l and 

another willlin a texl in tenns of refc;irenc.e, elHpsis/substitulion, 

conjunction, and lexical organization. 'Jl1Pse re1ntions make the te:,:' 

easily undQrs(O('ld. 

• Grammatical Cohesion : {he gra1nmaHcal connections .beln·cC'n 

clauses and sentences in a text. 
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• Lexkal Cohesion: the exad repetition of words and the role played 

by certain basic semanUc mlations between words in creating 

textuality. 

• Recipe: set of instructions for preparing a food dish, including the 

ingredients required. 

• Text : a conununicative occurrence which meets seven standards 

of texhtality. The term 'text' used in this study only refers to 

writt~n l~xt, as against tho spokan text. 

• Textuality : quality ot b,.:-ing u text, which distinguish it from a 

random Sf.X{U~m:~ of unconnected sentencas. 

I.1.2 S,m,plr'ng 

1hls study uses puq.105ivc sampling method. Il is a meU1od of 

selection whereby the samples taken are tJ,e texts whidt are considered 

to have more variety of coh~sive relations. 

This study takes a recipe book r:1title ~·larir. Claire Special 

Cookbook as population. About. the number of s.1mple taken from 

population. there is no certain nwnber. As statC?d bv Sutrisno f fodi . 

actuaJiy there is no ct~rtain ntle about how many samples must be 

taken. from Lhe population. G<:nerally, people take a number of sampk 

with pra,~ticul c.~onsideratio11. (Hadi, 1981: 50). Mors.•<Wt~t·, an:ording to 
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Ary, et al., U1.e size of the sample dependi; on the homogeneity of the 

population from. which it is to be selected. If the population un<ll~r 

study is homogeneous, a small sample could represent it (Ary, ~t ul., 

1988 :179). 

lhus, considering lhe practical and homogeneity factors, this 

study takes 5 texts to be analyzed from the 42 texts of redpe in the 

recipe book. Since a11 texts dii;play some cohesive relations, U1.e texts 

chosen to be analyzed are those which are considered to have mon• 

variety of cohesive relations. 

1.1.3 Teclmi1t11e of Data Collectio11 

1. Observalion 

TiuJ obs~1vutioll. is done by readi1,t; through all recipe texts in 

the recipe book. 'Iliis leclutique is used lo catch both the content and 

the coht1sive relations used in those recipe texts in ur<ler to find some 

texts which are considered l-o have more variety of coh(;~sive rel a lions 

need~ for the analysis. 

2. Selection 

In obtaining data to b~ analyzed, since all redpt' texts disploy 

some cohesive relations, I selecl-ed five recipe texts which are• 
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conside1e<l to have mun:! variHty of cohesive relation& needed lor tl..c 

analysis. 

1.1.4 T~clrnique of L>,ll a Aualysis 

In doing the analysis. [ applied tJu .. theory of <'ohesion propost:~d 

by l falli<lay il.nd Hasan. A1ld in. describing hmv the {'.Ohl!~iurt is 

applied in somt? tl!xls of rncipe, thl' analysis ui l~ad1 ll•xt is dividt>d into 

two parts. The first is the analysis of granun.atical cohesion wh.kh is 

classified into three broad types : reference, ellipsis, and conjunction. 

The second is the analysis of lexical cohesion which classified into two 

types: reiteratfon and ,:ollocation. 

1lten. to tfoscribe Lhe kinds of cohesive relations which are 

applied in those texts, the l'esult of th~ arullysis is put in u table. 

In i;horL U1c tcduuqucs of analyzing the data are as !o!lows: 

• Describing the cohesive analysis of the recipe texts by: 

0 Analyzing Qa.ch lext in term of granunalical cohl~E.ion under 

the three headings: n~fon,ncc, t~Jlipsis, and cnnjmKtion. 

v Arn1Jyzing ~c.1d1. lt.?xl III l~rm ol lexi<.:dl <.oht~sion under t.he 

ht•,idinp,s n~ill:ralion .ind collocation. 

• Putting c.he result in a tabll'l. 
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